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-· ABST'RACT 
An experimental investigation of the fracture velocity 
characteristics of a quasi-brittle material under fixed bound-
ary conditions has been conducted. In addition, an apparatus 
to measure the heat generated by a quasi-static, propagating 
crack has been designed. 
Using models of 1/8 inch thick Plexiglas II· (~olymethyl 
methacrylate), the quasi-static character of the fracture ve-
locity for the fixed boundary model has been verified, in the 
sense that for a fixed crack extension force, the velocity is 
a constant quan~ity. The magnitude of this velocity was mea~-
ured and found to increase with increasing stress levels, to a 
terminal value in excess of 2180 ft./sec. Thi.sis in agree-
ment with published theoretical and experimental values of 
2330 ft./ sec. and 2200 ft. /sec., respectively. 
. -·~. 
An electronic tim~r. using .commercial integrated circuits,' 
has been designed and co·n.struc·te.d fo:r the above measurements. 
D~signecl' for us.e with th:e y.e·]oc·ity· gage technique of velocit:Y 
measureme_n·t,· thi.s instrument is capable of measuring the crack 
.,.. 
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. t.Y.r.e. vel_octty ____ oY.er_s__m_a .. 11, l /2 to 1 inch, i ncrem_ents and i nve·s-
ti gat-ing fracture accel.eration :~rith thts· .de:v·ice has been e:s:--
ta:b l i shed. 







.. . . ;I 
• 
I. I NT RO DUCT I ON 
The examination of material behavior at the high failure 
rates is part of the larger effort to determine the mechan-
isms of unstable fracture. By analyzing these mechanisms and 
• 
classifying them with respect to their magnitude of effect on 
a material's fracture rate, investigators hope to predict and 
control the failure rate}of engineering materials. This the-
sis is a small contribution to the examination of this phe-
nomenon. Specifically, it is the initial phase of an experi-
mental investigation of the fixed boundary problem for quasi-
brittle materials. 
Experimental and analytical Conslderations"-of the crack . 
. 
velocity and heat generation in the. ex·planation of materi~l 
behavior for the simple tension, plane stress, model have 
* bee·n ·o,ffered for ·the past two d-ec-ades. In 1948, Mott [l] ·
:presen:ted an analysis of the dynamics of fracture based on :a.n 
~xte~Jion of Griffith's energy explanation of material fail-
·ure.: :sy including th~ kinetic energy ass_ociated w.ith fracture 
. . ,, •• . . .. .. . ·1 . 
·in the energy balance~ he developed the expression for the 
.. 
-> v·e 1 o c i t y o f a c e n t r a 1 c r a c k i n a n i n f i n i t e s h e e t a s . f o 1 1 o w s ;: 
. ',.' ~·-·~ -··· - ~ '""' . . - -- - - ' - ., - ~ .. ~ ., -~ ....... ~ .. . . . ~ 
- ··- ··- .. .. 
-· ...•. __ .. ___ . -----· -- .ll'--,..~·--·-- -~·_i 
. · l / 2 
with the condition that~: = 0. Here, {2~*) is a numeri-
. __ , E 1/2 . k . 
C iLJ CO n S t an t , \}} . i S th e e la S t i C W a Ve Ve 1 0 C i ty and a O · a n d 
* . 
Numbers in bratkets refer to references at end of paper. 
-2-
, 
a are the initial and instantaneous half crack 'lengths respec~ 
..J 
tively. By 1954, Roberts and Wells [2] had numerically eval-
2 l / 2 , 
uated ( ;*) and had shown that the terminal crack velocity 
k 
was related·--to the elastic wave velocity by 
* 
h ( 2nE l/ 2 were VT= - ** ) . To substantiate their work, Roberts 
k p 
and Wells tabulated the results of the experimental eff9rts 
of seveh other investigators (1938 - 1953). The terminal 
velocities and elastic wave velocities found in glass,_ fused 
quartz, steel, and cellulose acetate were listed along with 
the ratio of these velocities (V1/(E/p) 1/ 2) which ranged from 
O • 2 O for s tee 1 to O . 4 2 for fused qua r t·z· . 
D u 1 a n e y a n d B r a c e ( 1 9 6 0 ) [ 3 J re f i n e d Mo t t ' s :a, n.:a l y ·s _ .. ,. :s •. 
They first solved for the constant energy value, CT; by ap-
plyi_ng th.~ boundary condition for the vela.cit-y 
• 
..• 
.... c, .. ___ _.,! --C-, - -- --- --·- -···'·----···.a. . .. :~--- _Q___ -W t.:le .n .. - a- -- -- a't,1 --. -- --- ·: . --·----··· -·-- -- .. --:~-= ~-__::-·-~-- -- -·-·- --- . - .. _ · . . .. . --··----·---- -_ . --.. - ···---· ---···· · ····------·----~-------~---------··'·"'······c·~-----------···---·--·-····-"-·~ 
~· 
.•• :... .... l,. 
. . . to Mott• s ene-·rgy balance. They then subStituted this value - . ' ----·-~·---------· 
·------~ ...................................... ··-- ·-·--···-·---·····- ·----··e>·-·---~ ................... "··- . .• . . . . . . . . . . . ... .,...... .... . ·. . . ' . • .• . . ... . .· . . . . . •. . . . • -· 
. ---- -··-. 
:, 
.. . .. · ·.··.• ••. ··. ;· ·······.•···· () f _· C 1 in t 6 the e n e r g y e q U a t-i 6 n a n d a 1 g e b r a i c a 1 l y. S O l Ve d for .. . .......... ~---,·-- .·- . ,,., 
• • • • • •••• ••• •-•-• 0 --•••• "'""--""'" •- ·• •··• ••• ·,••- •••• ••• '"""-""",••••••"""""""'" ,._. •,•n••• •"•• ~•••••""' 0 """'·•••••• ,_.,,._,., ••" •·-·•- ,, ... , • ....,,,,,., ••••• ,~,, ,, •• .,,_,, -·,o,,o H• ••>N•,.;.,, ,;.,, C,ooN.,••-•••- , ... : ... ,oo0, ..... •:•••'•"" ·-•••------····---~ ••H•o•• •••••••• • -•••• ••,•• '"'"""''••l~•:--:-•.-·•.•"'N,O••~ ...... ,-........... ,,,_,;.,,M,. • ' ' '': 
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Comparing this velocity behavior with the crack propagation 
data for thin plexiglas sheets, accumula-ted by E. Orowan, 
they found that the experimental velocities approached their 
predicted terminal velocity, but, at a rate prescribed by an 
initial crack length 4 to 5 times greater than the actual 
value. The explanation offered by Dulaney and Brace, for 
this behavior, was that the heat generated during fracture 
(a quantity which decreases with increasing velocity and 
.. 
strain rate, according to Maxwell [4] (1959)) represented an 
--energy loss -o.f sufficient magnitude,at the low velocity levels, 
to cause the discrep~ncy. 
.,,. 
In 1959, Manitz [5] also :ran t·etts·t·1e fractur·e t.e·sts ·o:n 
.. 
:p:Je.·x.i gl as, measuring both t.h.e crac:k velocity and. he:at g_e:n:e:r·a_-
, 
:'-'-
ti on. ·He concluded that th·.e. -h.·ea.t .g.e-neration (and· loss) ;.r1·-
creases w1th fracture velocity d:ue: to· the enlarge.ment o·f-·the 
real fractur·e surface._ He al.s,o ·stated that the, increased 
, 
.. 
----•-••• •n-•-·-••--••u••-- ---•••••-•--•-•·-------•--• -••~•-------.••••·--------- · · - · ,-,•_• ' 
- ------ -- - ---·· ---- -------·--- . ------- -·--- - ----~----·-· 
- .. .--surface roughness which occurred at high fracture speeds was 
. a g O O d i n d ; C a t i O n -0 f t h i s e nl q,,rg e me i1 t . L a t e r- ( 1 9 6 4 - l 9 6 5 ) 
---- ----~~-:--~-e-ott-e7e-tl-t6-;·rJ__.::ccf n arrctea-test-s ... Q ~n~-ra. fge~--p-re~xrg-riis-~~-s he e ts .. f n--=-~~ · .. -:--·-:-~--
simple tension a.nd measured a t.e:rminal ve]oci.ty of 2200 ft~/ 
s~c .. before.bran.chtn.g occu.r.red. _ He. -likewtse noticed an i_-n-
·-··-· ... : ............... ····-· -···---·-··--······ . "'" ... . --" - . :._ ... c.:. .. n--:-:- . ··- ._· -·· . ···- . ··- ---···----· .. ··-·········-··-·················-··-·-······ ... --·-··--···- ·,-----··--·-·-·-············---··--···~···. ·:··-·-'···· ........ : . -····· ... -···-·-·· ........ -. ··--····-·--···---······ ·····-·······-······-·-·-······ ...... ~ .•.. c .. , ........ :_:-'_:...._..: ........... ;;: .. ___ . ___ -'-····· .. ····---.. ::· ..... : ........... : ............ 00·-·····-·:·····-·-·-··-·-:···· :····- ··--···---- ..... ··-········-····. ···- ............ ···-······ ·- ·········- . . . . .. . . . .. 
' 
c·rease in the fracture surface roughness with i.ncreasing ~rack ---






of the crack extension force, G, on the velocity of propaga-
\. 
t i o n , f r a c t u r e 1 e n g t h a n d a p P. 1 i e d s t r e s s a n d t h a t t h e t e rm i n a 1 
·~ 
velocity is related to the elastic wave velocity by 
for plexiglas. 
Very little experimental work has been done on the fixed 
boundary problem. Spng [8] (1960) has tested aluminum sheets 
... 
and s how n that de c re as i n g the di s t a·n c e be tween the gr i p s, as 
... 
the crack grows, tends to arrest crack growth. Paris [9] 
( l 9 5 5 ) , and Par i s and W h i t more. [ l O 1· ( l 9 5 9 ) h ave al so i n v es -
ti gated the- ··fixed boundary m·ode/1 btlt have not con·du:cted ex-
tensive ve liOC-:i. t_y t.e.:s ts.: 
Th·e l:ack: o_:f e:Xpie:rtm:tfn:tal tn\,:¢.s·t.i,.ga:t·i:o.r1: :of the fi x·ed b:cru·no.-
a.ry problem, a.1·on:g wi.·t.:b :the constant velocity characterlst'ics 
p. b t a i n a b l e w i :t h. t h :,e mo de l t h e re by s i mp 1 i f y i n g e x a m i .n a .t i :o ·n' o. ·f 





--- .. ········---·-· .. ·. --- -- __ ~-~~ --···- · -.-- -. ·· · ,g a- t:"10·---n. ~. -E~v----· ·e· ·n-··-w·t··th··-t·h:e-···:-_··-e-x·t:·e·n····s--t·-v-e----·e-x-p-e-r-tm .. ·e-n-t·-a--t····i·-o--n-··--b--e--i--·n-g .. --·-e··o-·fl··--· .... ····--------·--· ... ---:: .. ..:.. .... --···-··--· .. ·-··----,··-·····---·---· 
1 .. - ) . 
ducted with the simple tensile model, the mech_anisms of frac-
- ·"' ' 
I ~ . . 
I ·• • . 
J ..... _ ... ~-~,=" .. ~ ... = ., ... -:~ .c ·~. t Ou· r-~~n a v-e .... · ... :no: t~ :::··:b:.~fl==:::i=-~· ..t~e,d·-.. ;=~~~---Ih,.i~ s , m o_r_e___ . t h a .n_· atL}ttn_tn_g .·~ . e_mpha.~~·-------'. _ . --4 . . ... · "' ..... . ·"- ... ·····-·--·" .... ... ·:· .. ·_·:··:·· ·,. - .. . . . ·-. : ... 
i '" - .j • 
sizes the need for a c~mplete experimental inv~stigation of 
. , ... : 
l 
,..._I ---~"-------'-~~· ----·---.. -··~--··· ------- ---
.. a. ·single model to era:se the many __ unce.rtainties which now ex+s-t~-
·•· h. 1.n t_ ... e area ... · .. · 
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Toward this end, the velocity meter principle has been 
combined with an electronic timer, providing versatility and 
.. 
accuracy never before available for velocity measurement. In 
addition, the basic design work for an apparatus to measure 
the heat generation associated with quasi-brittle fracture has 









II. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The following definitions are basic to fracture mechanics 
in general, o~, where noted, to the fixed boundary problems. 
In the vicinity of the crack tip, for a case of plane 
stress, the stress components are: 
* 
qy = ( 2 n ~ ) 1 / 2 co s f ( 1 + s i n f s i n ~) 
OX = ( 2 n ~) 1 / 2 COS. ,Z ( 1 - sin f sin ~) 
Txy = ( 2 n ~ ) 1 / 2 co s .t· s i n f co s ~ 
(·TJ: 
·_w.,h·e.re, the c·oo·rd::ir1a.t.e:s a·re defined i'·n _F·; gure la. K i:s ca 11 ed 
·t.h e II s tr e s s .. i n t e n s i ty fa c to r II and i s a f u n c ti o:.n of ··f:h.e 1 o ad 
'l".:e v e l a ·n d c·o :.n f i -g u rat·; 0, n . For a n i n f i n i t e .pl ate . co n t;·a. i::n f n g: a· 
·:s·emi-infinite cra·ck \'rtth .a uniform stress a 1 first .. ap:-plie:d:· 
· ---·--·----=<·~·"-----·-~"Tn--tne·-y---aTrecTro Tl . ( perpe:ncI1c·u,-a·r-·to-· the crack path) and th en .· .. · .. ~--······ 
~ . 
_ fixed ·boundaries clamped at y = -t-_ h/2., (see· Fi9,ure ·1b) K. is:-· 
~~ - .. 
. -.. --- . . ----:.--. -·. ... . ... - -·- ·-· _· -· - . .·-. -----· . ·----·-··------····--··-
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* For the sake of brevity, such a configuration will be referred 
to in the future as the "fixed boundary problem". To satisfy 
the above qualifications, with a finite model, the following 
conditions must be satisfied: 
h<<b (3a) 
·h <a <b-h 
· (3b) 
.Equation (3a) .justifies the infinite plate assumption and Equa-
tion (3b) defines a 11 test section" for which the crack can be 
considered semi-infinite and in which the veloc.ity of propa-
gation is expected to be constant. 
T h e fr a ct u re to u g h n e s s , Kc , i s: a ma t e r i a l p r o p e rt y w h i_ C:h 
-rre.presents the value oft.he stress intensity factor above 
Which unstable fracture occurs. Once Kc is determined, for 
t 
orie model and load confi_guration, it is kno--w.n for all config-
urations .. Hence, the standard model for determining Kc is a 
.• ' 
·-·---··--------·-----~ -···-- ____ -· .. _________ _p_ l_ at e o f.--W-i---d-t.b----·-2--b---e-0--n-t-a--i---n-i-:-ri-Q----~-a-------C--e--n-t r a l---·-···c-.r-a.c k o f l e..n.-9--tt:l-----2-a---,-··,-···-·-··-·-·---·-·--·---. _: .... --·-······--·-
- • - • l ' 
.. 
such that a<b/2 .. A uniform.tensile stre-ss is applied perpen-
.,, :i,. 
d i c u 1 a r to the c r a c k. u n t i l fr a c t u re o c c u r s . The stress level 
.,-.•---.- ••• • • • •••• .. :- •• ·-•. --- •, ·-,-~,4,,a·.. ·a --: • •, • - • --------••••---··-------- - - . -- ·--···-·------------·-·----··-----·.,-----··. ------·--· 
------. T.) . . --":);--·- _··-----, ---- .-------- . . .. 
··-···-, .. 
... ·.: • .-:·c:::...=:.· ·-::-_--·.-·.--.• · - • •' · ----...... :. .. _:_'..:; __ -_,:" ___ ._._·.-:-·;·_--· -0·; -:·---::.:..:._~:_::..:__:_,.:c .....• • .. ::.r:·:-_-:_-='".:.--:::....:.;·....:_·--:::-:::.:::·.~--;·.:..··-· •. ~ .. :: ·-- ··-·.--·~-----7 
·--·-~_:__- _:_ 
:: ':. . ....... -:..:.. .. _.; __ .. . -•- ---- .... -
--... ,. .. _' ' -- -·· ............ ;.:... ···-·-·----. 
. ··- ..... -·--·--· --·----··--·--~."-----··------·-·-·-·-. ---·~----····---------- - . -~- ·-- - -- -- -
. ; •'" ~.,. . . .. ,. . •• -•,•,...,..... ·-·--~---~- ·•-•••••-'•• --~•• ·-••H•••-~ '••• 






















where the final term is a width correction factor, to deter-
mine Kc. 
The crack extension force, G(in./lb.), is 11 the unrecover-
able loss of stress-field energy per unit area of crack ex-
** tension" . It is synonymous with the strain (or elastic) 
energy release rate, dG/dA, and, for a crack of length, 2a, in 
a n i n f i n i" t e .s h e e t w i t h u n i a x i a l t e n s i o n s t re s s , cr , p e r p e n d i c u -
lar to the crack, it has a value: 
*** 
G:_· _ n 0·
2 a 
- E ·(5· ): .... 
where Eis 1oung's modulus. F·o:r -t·h·i: s-. ·s.am·e c:·a_:_S-e, 
**** 
K =: q·-ln a ( 6) 
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which is also 




The heat associated with unstable fracture cannot be meas-
ured directly, however, it is known to be a function of temper-
ature which is directly measurable. To establish meaningful 
/ design criterions, this relation must first be known, herrce, 
" :a b r i e f exp 1 an at i on of the an a 1 y ti ca 1 mode 1 and de r i vat i on of 
t h e. t e mp e r a t u re - h e a t e q :U a t i o n f o 1 l ·o .w s, . 
. . 
Th .. e heat,_ wi·th which this experiment ·is· CQ:ncerned, is gen-
.e:·rate:.d fn a small region immediately pre.ce:di:n-g the crack tip 
• by the irreversible ~ork associated with the plastic~d~forma- . · · 
· · _ · .. . . t l o 11 · in t h a t a r ·e ·a· . ----Th f s z o n e c a n b e an P. r o x i m a t e d b v a n i n s· t ·a n - · 
----•••••-••-••-••••'""'"••••-----••••••••-•••••••·--·---··-·----··---·--.. --. .,., .. , •• _,•--e-•---•-·-·•••-•-:-·-•.,--••••-·•--•·••••••••••••••••••-•••-•••---•••-•••-••-•--.,------·---•-HH••••--•----·--•-•> .. N>«-•-•Mo•--NO-N•-•ONHNN••---·---·----•••••••-•••••--•--·••u••••-•-••-•••---•••N•N•••-~HO •-•NH••-••--m•••••N•-u•NN•-NN"•u•o•-• .. •o•N .. •-•-•••-•••-•--·-·--·-·----·--·-•-J_••-•N• .. •-NN-••-•noM••-M•••••--••-•-•••---------- • .'' ---··-·-·-' -·· ... • ._., ______ ., __ ., ____ , ...... ~, 
t :a·n:e q u s s tr i p he _a.t s·.o u r c e a 1 QJl g the crack fa c e , s i n c e : 
- . 
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.• 
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. { 
_ the._ pl~t~ .. .!.h_t_~kn~~-s)· perp~ndj_GJ.tlgf to the plate surfaces . 
" . 
P a r i s , · p· .• C • , a n d , W h i t mo re , C • -F • , I l O ] , p • 5 • 
.... , Q·- I , .. 
2. The velocity of crack propagation, (also the velocity 
at which the above line source travels), is mu.ch, much greater 
than velocity of the thermal waves through the material. 
The following solution of the instantaneous ~trip source 
problem follows that of Manitz [5] and is also presented in 
Carslaw and Jaeger [14]. 0 
T h e h e a t c o n d u c t 1 o n :e "~ u· a·'t.:i o n i s 
au * a2 Y .(.1.:0.) - a 
af - at 2 
·* 
where, U is the temperature, tis time, a is the thermal dif-
• 
fusivity defined as, ~/pc, where ~ is the thermal conductivity, 
pis the density and c is the specific heat, and xis the dis~ 
.t.ance from the heat sourc.e ... The solution of Eq,u·a.t·ion (10) ftlt 
a 5Jrip source is 
x-2 
- 4a*t 
' ( ,·,) 
. ,. 
. . . .. . .. . ... . . -~~----··------··----·-----·--·-------..... -. . ------------· --
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~ . 
where QF .i.s .the heat. generated per unit len~th and X is the 
-
· ·· -··-·· ·ul--ar· to tha:.t ... -.. f.-a-.c.e.. Ibe cr.&G.k face is des i g-nated as the x = 0 
. . - .. --- -- ....... - ... ···----1.-.• ,. .. : ... ,._ .. ,._, ........ -_________ ·-
"····· ·••,•,••·•a··••• ••>a••••• 
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/ : ' 
U(d,t) = 
d2 
QF - tla*t 
----e 
c p 12na*t 
( 12) 
By differentiating Equation (12) with respect tot, and 
setting t¥- equal to zero, the time at which the temperature, 
U, is a maximum at the distanced, is found to be: 
- d2 
- 2a* 





-c p l4na*tmax 
u .• - ' 
m·ax,: d 
( 1 3) 
(l:4}: 
:-( .,. :s.) 
. ..: .. ·. . .,. ·--· 
- Bydetermini-n:g.· ·t:'h-e- m:·ax-imum temperature U at a known dis-




. ate d . per u n i t crack-~ 1 e n gt h can ·be~ ca 1 cul ate d . 
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III. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
3.1 Specimen and Test Frame • 
The material used in all tests, Plexiglas II, (polymethyl 
methacrylate) was chosen for several reasons: 
'"· 
1. It is a quasi-brittle material, behaving in fracture 
' 
much like high strength steel and aluminum all-0ys, 
but fracturing at stress levels well below those of 
the alloys. This quality greatly reduces the size 
of the required loading facility and simplifies the 
design of a loading fixture. 
2. It is a relatively isotropic material with little 
t.h:i:<:kness effect on the fracture . 
• 
3. PlexigJas is a dielectric, hence the problem of in-
$Olating the velocity meter current paths is elimi-
nated and the small thermal wave :ve·locit:.y· .assumption 
is satisfied .. In addition, this very small wave ve- . 
Jo.city eliminates the need for a very high res_Qons~~· 
"''"""''''""' , ..•. ''"' ,, 
. ... -- --~ - -~-- ------ --- -- ·- -
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e:lectronic recording device. 
' ....... ; .. 
. ~ 
····· growth of a PreviOus investig~tion. Slnce th~ v_elocjty data ..... , ... 
.. . ~- . ,... ····-·. .. . . - . .. . . ' . .. . .. . .. '°"'· ............... ., ' .. --- . ' . ·····-· ........ , . .. . . . -' . ... .. ' . 
. . 
and experimental procedure is ·peculi_citJQ_t_hg_partjc:_ular_model.~.·· --·~:.---····
4
- ..... ___ _ 
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_1 
the basis. of '.this design wil 1 ·be briefly discuss-ed. 
. ( 
The test frame and specimen were designed as~. oni't., 
.. 
.. 
hence the features of each are very much related to the other. 
An exploded view of the specimen-frame assembly is given in 
Figure 2. The test section itself is a 1/8 inch thick sheet 
of plexiglas, chosen to provide low working loads and thereby 
more nearly simulating the final fixed _boundary conditions of 
the frame. All parts of the frame (except the plexiglas spacer 
plates) are 1/4 inch hot rolled, low carbon steel. 
--+ 
The specimen dimensions, given in Figure 3, which corre-
spond to the ciimensions of the frame, were chosen to satisfy 
the previously described boundary conditions. The values; 
b = 16 and h = 4, wete chosen to provide a reasonably large 
(test) section over which quasi-static conditions could b~ 
maintained. To simplify the clamping procedure, the,fixture 
was designed to load and clamp the specimen at the same points . 
. . 
To distribute the load more evenly, "load spreader" strips 
( 2 11 W x l 6 11· L x l / 4 11 T ) we re a t t a c h e d to ·· t he s p e c i me n , w i t h s o l -
v e n t , s u c h t h a t t h e i n s i d e e d g e s w e re t w o t n c h e,s f -r o m t h e c e n -~ 
terlin~ of the test plate. thereby retaining the v~lue; h ·=· 4 
- --·.-·--·'!'" 
,,. 
~~ ---~-- ------~---- --------· --- ------,-·-·-·-·------· ... --- . -
_____ '. ______ ,, ________ '--------~· -;:'---.1n~~---rne-specTme naTrgnmenr--wT thin the frame -an-l the Cl amp-
:ing force, for both loJ)d,_ing_ :and cla.mping, wa-s provided _by . 
. . . . .... .... ·. . '-· -· - . : " - . ' 
1. 
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hence the features of each are very much related to the other. 
\ .:, 
An exploded view of the specimen-frame assembly is given in 
Figure 2. The test section itself is a 1/8 inch thick sheet 
of plexiglas~ chosen to provide low working loads and thereby 
more nearly simulating the final fixed boundary conditions of 
the frame. All parts of the frame (except the plexiglas spacer 
plates). are 1/4 inch hot rolled, low carbon steel. 
.... 
The specimen dimensions, given in Figure 3, which corre-
spond to the dimensions of the frame,. were ch·osen to satisfy 
the previously described boundary conditions. The values; 
b = 16 and h = 4, were chosen to provide a reasonably large 
(test) section over which quasi-static conditions could be 
ma i n ta i n e d . To s i mp 1 i fy the cl amp i n g procedure., the f i x\t u re 
was design.ed. to load a·nd ccl·am-p :the specimen at the. same points.~ 
To :distribute the ·1oad more evenly, .. 11 1:oad spreader 11 s:·trips 
(2:"'·.w x l.6 11 L x l/4 11 T) were attached to t:h~ specimen, wtt·h· sol-
:ven.t, :s.uch t·hat the fns.i de edges wer:e. t-:w.o i·n·che.s t·.r·om ·the: ce:n:~ 
·ter1ihe of the te~t plate thereby retaining the value; h = 4 
.. -· - l.--~- - ' . - • • 
.. ••• • . • .• 
- -~- ------------- --- --fll~h-e-s---.---------~T-tte- --s-p eci-men-- a 1 i gn-ment ---vrt-t-h-i-:n- '.t:h-e f rame--a·n-ct--~ -the-----ct-amp~":'---.-· .. "'"-·--·-·-·-------· --. 
,,J 
.- in.g force, for both loading and· clamping~ was.provided by 






w i th 3/ 8 11 D x 1 1 / 2 11 so c k et he a d ca p s c r.e w s . t 
""·':."··· -, •• , •fl,,.. 
.-•.·:·.····.~: 
The test load was applied to the upp.er and lower frame ~-~ 
assemblies through 7/8 11 D pins, placed in the large holes labeled 
E (Figure 2), which were, in turn, attached to the test machine 
via cables. The load was transferred from the frame to the 
specimen by the friction between the frame grips and the load 
spreader strips. The normal force at the grips was controled 
by regulating the torque on bolts, A and C. The friction fac-
' 
tor was increased, over the nominal value between steel and 
plexiglas, by roughing the faces of the frame grips with a 
center punch and hammer. 
The reinforcing plates were· tltmped to the upper portion 
of the test frame duri·ng the loading of the specimen. After 
loading the specimen, to the tes·t conditions, the rei.nforcing 
plates w_ere clamped to the low portion by tightening bolts, 8, 
to a .p-redetermined torque level. Tf1u:s secured, the frame sat-
i:s·fi;ed t_he fixe.d .boundary condition; 
h + A.h = ·:co:n.s·tant ,(du.ring fracture··),. S,:t··n.c-e · 
at the load l eve:ls us,e<I, the deflection: ·o,f the steel .. rei nf ore-
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ing_plate~ ;·s near.ly zero rel·at:ive .. to the deflection of- the 
- :S:pe.c·i men.~ 
. . : . ·~ . . 
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The -era-ck was i ni t.i ated at the left ed·ge of: the· sp~ci:men,., _______ ·----- ---- ·· -·-·-
-;~ 
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. ---- ..... ., .... ~,,, .. --- ...... __ · __ -.. { .. F.tg.ur_e 3~}- .. fro-m the. a,rm ___ .. a __ n .. d. hole a_rrangeJ11entc~i .. - :Ih_ts.:·-s .. ectjon. --,-,~,-· ..... ,,_._· 
.. 
-
provided an area of nomi.nal stress concentra·tion at the 11 edg.ei• 
of the specim~n, making. it-.po.ssible to. ·prop·a.ga:te a natural . 
. r: 
.. 
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·-· 
crack into the test plate when required. A small saw cut was 
placed in the specimen at the right of the "starter hole 11 to 
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3.2 Crack Velocity Measurement 
The design goals for velocity measurement were two. 
First, to verify that the model provided constant crack veloc-
ity in the 8 inch test section for the entire loading range. 
Second, to determine the magnitude of the velocity (or speed), 
' 
as a function of the gross stress. 
The approach taken for this measurement was the use of a 
velocity meter (or gage) ·as described by Erdogan [16] and others 
[3,7,8]. Current paths to be severed by the passing crack were 
placed on the specimen perpendicular to the predicted crack 
path at known intervals. By connecting this switching arrange-
m:e n t to a s u i t a b l e e 1 e c t r i :Ca l c i r c u i t , a n d , i n t u r n , t o a n o s -
. \.:. . . 
c:;illo:sG.op.e_, i:t was .poss·ible to measure the time between switch-
. . 
;·r.rgs :a·na: c_ons.e.qtl~ntly t.h.e average crack ve'locity between switch-
.e-·.s • Th i s m:e t h o .d w a s re 1 a t i v e 1 y i n e- x 'P. e n· s i v :e , r.e l i a b l e a n d w .e l l 
s·utted ·to t,h:·e: t:e_s t frame. 
;.'.• ... 
.. Having chose·n the basic.-meth·o.d by which th-e velocit-y was· 
· t.·o_-_be measured, the problem bee.a.me one of finding. an acGeptable 
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circuit arrangement. An oscillosc·ope, fitted with a Polaroid 
- .. 
-c a·me r a , w·a s ·· · ava-; lab l e , · p rcrv i d l.n g. a.· ve r·s_a ti_l_e ___ re .. c o. rd.in g_ .d.e_vj c-e •.. 
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-the general appro:a.ch of investigators to this circuitry pro·b-
1:em·. 
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When the crack severs one of the current paths, the vol-
tage across the circuit output (oscilloscope input) terminals 
is changed, causing a change in the vertical position of the 
scope ttace. The scope sweep rate is set at a value which is 
hopefully compatible with the speed of fracture. That is, for 
<i, 
the greatest accuracy, the test section length must be closely 
represented by the full width of the scope grid. The time, 
4;;, 
, and, in turn, the velocity, is determined by measuring the dis-· 
tance between voltage changes for a trace of known speed. 
Circuit l, (Figure 4a) provides a 1.5 volt step input, 
alternating plus and minus, with the successive breaking of 
current paths. The ideal result would be a square wave like 
that shown in Figure 4b. Circuit 2, (Figure 4c) provides a 
step voltag~ increase followed by an exponential decay to the 
zero value. The rate·- of decay is governed by th.e size of ·the. 
capacitor. Thus the trace con:sis.t.·s .. of a .s~.rie.s of pe~ks ·m·ark·-, 
\.'.: 
~l ...• 
ing the breaking O·f· each cu:r:.re .. nt pa·th:, as 1"1.lustrated in Fi·gJ1.re 
.4· -·d· 
·. .·  
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to the measurement of tim~. First, the accuracy of the data 
-
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'..verance, one can measure the velocity, as many hav.e, but the 
accuracy and repeatability a.re not as good·as one might d·e.sfre: • 




tried and found unsatisfactory for this work. Since the prob-
lem was one of measuring the times of a sequence of events, 
the ideal solution was a device, with its own time standard, 
that could be turned on and off by the existing switching ar-
rangement. With such a device, the time could be determined 
directly, eliminating the problem of matching the measuring 
device to the event time, before each test. Such a device 
* was designed and develop·ed under the direction of Dr. Barrett , 
and will be called, hereafter, the 11 electronic timer 11 • 
This electronic timer is capable of measuring the dura-
tion of each of a series of nine eve-nts 1n the range, 32 to 
l O 2 4 µ s e c . , w i th .~ r,e so l u ti o n o f + 1 µ s e c . , o r i n th e rang e , 
. 
l l O t o l O 2 4 O µ s e c . ,. + l O µ s e c . T h e o u t p u t i s a b i n a r y n um b e r 
J 
w h i c h, i _ s re p r o d u c e d o n a n o s c i l l o s c o p e s c re e n • A n e x a mp l e o f 
t,-h.e ou_tput for an actu.aJ velocity test is presented in Figure 
J 
6. :Ea·c:h horizontal trace, except. the top one, represents the 
t·i,me for one e\!ent. The brighter segments are read as. on-es 
(l 1s) and -the darker segments are read as zeros (O's) .• Fo:r 
~ ' 
e x amp l e , th e s e co n d tr a c e ( from t h e t 0. p ) i s re a d O O O 0.11.0 l l l. _ _____ _ ---(\· --- __ 
which is. the bi nary ·number correspon.di rig. to 55. The duration 
, 
of_t:his ev-ent-is then 56µ sec., ·since lµ sec .. mU'-st ·be added to 
. - - . . - -. .. 
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* 
a, 
Wi 11 i am A. Barrett, Associate Proress·-or :9f El:e.ct-ri·c:al :En·:gi_- ~ 
neering, Lehigh Univ·ersity. 
** A detailed explanation of the need for this correction is 
offered in Appendix C. 
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The electronic timer contains two crystals (100 kc and 
1000 k1c) which serve as time standards and its own voltage 
regulator. Consequently, an oscilloscope and a single D.C. 
voltage source are the only external electronic equipment 
necessary. Dr. Barrett's explanation of the design theory 
and detailed electronic opefation of the timer, along with a 
detailed circuit diagram is presented in Appendix C. 
The cost of the electronic timer, excluding labor and de-
sign costs,was approximately $300.00 which includes a $90.00 
low voltag~ power supply. For the sake of comparison, a sin-
gle event, commercial, micro second timer will normally cost 
more than $1000.00 .. 
. ,.: 
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3.3 Heat Generation Measurement 
The goal of this design was the measurement of the sur-
face temperature of the specimen, as a function of the time 
after fracture, at a known distance from the crack face. This 
had to be accomplished accurately and reliably and above all, 
without effecting the established experimental conditions. 
-
The specific problem characteristics which effected the 
design were:. 
1~ The magnitude of the temperature gradient expected 
for plexiglas was of the order of l°F. This was a 
result of the low stress levels required to support 
fracture. For metals, the expected gradient would 
be from· one to two orders of magni·tude higher. 
2. The ve.locity of the thermal wave was expected to be. 
cru ·+ t e l ow s i n c·e p 1 ex i g 1 as i s a die 1 e ctr i c . ·· 
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th-e d'i·sta·nce fr.om the crack face. For example, 
. ' 
.) 
----------------,---,,-· --------. ··- -·_··:·:·.--:::.--:··- .. ,, . 
using the expression, Equation (l3)~_!o-r tm-a-~·de~"~·-~-----.. -,·-. ----····-··-···-··----
.~-----·--------·------ ' -----
-~------......-----~-
. \/eloped under analytical consicl~r~Jions the foJrow.:- ... -- -
ifl~ values yere calculated: 
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T h e rm o c o u p 1 e c o n d u c t i o n c o u 1 d e ff e c t t h e e x ·p e r i me n t a 1 
conditions, since the conductivity of the sensor 
would, most likely, be much greater than that of 
plexiglas. Consequently, the sensor would act as a 
heat sink. 
5. The environmental effects such as natural convection 
were of unknown magnitude. 
The following guide lines were developedonthe basis of 
the above characteristics. The sensor had to be small and 
yet have a large signal per degree output ratio. High gain 
.. 
. a-m·p l i f i ca ti on w a s re q u i re d b u t h i g h res p on s e y., as no t es s e n ti a l . 
The recording device was to have its own time base and be com-
patible with bo~h the sensor and amplifier. A method for 
po s i ti on i n g the s e n s o r w a s n e e de d w h i ch w o u l d p'e rm i t s e n s i b l e 
c·a. l i b r a t·i o n a n d re l i a b 1 e p l a c em e n t . A n· e x c e l l e .n.-t c a 1 i b r a t i o. n·: 
,, 
:technique, to. include environmental effects Was required . 
~ 
. Above· a 11 , the total cost wasrto be rtri nimal. - . ······· ............. ·-
• • • : • • ~- • ·'-- •••• + •• •+- • 
--- --,--- - ·· · · · -- ·--··An exJ)()S.ed Junction Chrome 1 -Cons tan tan thermocou p 1 e probe, 
l/l6 11 D, using 0,.0.02:.inch diameter wire was the\selected·sen-
. . 
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-~ 
············· · ·· and leads}, easily pos;t:;onea ana hild the 1at'geSt output per · ··· ···· · ·· · · 
de re f th .-· ... u·· ·1 (33 65·V/ 0 f) · 
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.. Two amplifiers were selected; a Xl;g:,#.000 lo·w· level pre-
'• 
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amplifier was designed from standard Fairchild Microamp. cir-
cuitry. The recording system was a Sanborn (Hewlett Packard) 
850 system with a four-channel recorder, two low level pre-
amplifiers and two carrier-preamplifiers. The fixture shown 
in Figure 6 was designed to hold the thermocouple probe, and 
identify its position by using a micrometer barrel. 
Time did not allow for the completion of this apparatus -
or the development of a calibration technique. However, the 
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I V • T E ST P RO C E D U R E. 
4.1 Specimen Preparation 
To eliminate unnecessary inconsistencies in the experi-
mental results, all of the specimens were made at one time and 
all were cut with the same orientation from·a commercially 
cast, l/8 11 thick, sheet of Plexiglas II. The inside edges of 
the load spreaders were machined square, and aligned two in-
ches above and below, the centerline of the plate. The start-
er system, including the hole but not the saw cut, was includ-
ed in the original preparation. 
The current paths were placed on the specimens ju·st be-
fore testing; their .config~ration depending o~ the type of 
' 
·test being conducted~ After the. saw cut had been made, the 
.s,p e (: ·; me n w a s w i p e d c l e an _w i th a -c.1. ea n .al! d ry s oft c l o th , and th e 
cu .. rr:e·.-nt paths were prepared. F.qr· 'the standard path confi gura-
-t ,; o.:n ( F i g U. r.e· 7 a ) IJl a r k s w e r e J f g h t· 1 y s c r i b e d o n t h e s p e c i m e n s 
:,rt, one inch i n.c:rem.en·-ts., be·gi n·ni ng three i nche·s frllffl the start-
... ··---- - -,~---------.. ,~ .. ·-·-··-'·---.. -----i .. -n g edge . Us i -119-- 3./:4 , i n:c-h , :m a.s:k·i n g tape , l i n es (approximately 
1/32 inch wide} were :Ja:,i:d: out -on the marks, perpendicular to 
.. - ; . .. . 
· ... -· 
( .,.. . ~ 
: · · . . . .· --·~------'-··------t_b._~--~---J~.J'.~. c;J ·i_ __ c_t e ~-·-·-c r.a ... c·k ___ ·tta th • .. --,.~· _Two __ .a_n d __ or1e_ .h_a __ l_ f ___ .i...n .c h~ .. --.. 1. o n_g· __ .. J:. ... Y. .. r .... r .. .e.Itt .. -"·"~--. -·----.. ~---·-.. ------ .. -.. 
; --·••••~""·-·•· •~·---·•••·~:-'-••-••""'lu""':~ .. ••<f"-.":..,,.,-~"'.""'7"•~-:,.,.-..• • . • • • • ' ' • • - • • • •' .. • • • '• • '• 
~ . ) 
J. ................. , .. ~:- .. ·~---~~-··_- .... : -·-··:--·: ................ p-~t-h-s we -f'e .. -t--h-e-rl-· f-o--r-f!le-G -b Y·-·--b r-u-s-h-i-n.g ...... s .. tl-v--~--r .... pa i-n-t ... :( .. a ..... su--s p-e-n·s--i- -Cl-n······"····,~ ... :~ -·· . 
.. : -~ ·· -~ -o-f -~ i l v e r a l l o y i n b u t y 1 a c e ta t e ) o n t ·o· · th e p l a.te . --·· T h e . ni a s k -
t -- - . 
. - - .. .,.. .. -· ... 
. .. 
-..... a-· . . ~. ·-·· .. -- - --~ .· .. _ .... - .. 
.. cl . . ;.. ing tape was removed as soon as the paint -appeared_ dry {ap-j .......................................... ----:-:-·;-;""' .. :· ....... , ........ ---·. ·. . .................................................. ___ ,,, .................... _,, _____ , ............. -------· ............ --- .--· --,-...... · ...... ,_ . .,........ -----------·· ·------....................................... _ ................ _, ____ ,, ____ , ...................... -............................... _ ....... _., .... , ............................................................................... -.... .... . .......................................... . -·-- ------ ·--·-· -- .................................. -· ......  
I · . 
. J proximately 2 mi_nutes after application). 
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Two contact strips, (Figure 8), were placed on the spec-
imen as shown in Figure 7 using two strips of double sticking 
cellophane tape. The current paths were then completed by 
·extending the 2 1/2 inch lines up the copper contact ramps, 
with the silver paint, (Figure 8). The acceleration and ve-
locity vs. crack length configurations required a· more elab-
orate system of connecting lines (Figure 7b, 7c), since it 
was not practical to make new contact strips for these cases. 
·\ 
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4.2 ·Test Frame Assembly 
The specimen was aligned in the test frame by the inser-
. . 
tion of all of the capscrews (bolts) into their proper posi-
tions. All of the bolts, except the inside four in position 
B (Figure 2) were wrench tightened. Before moving the frame 
to the test machine, the six bolts in position A were torqued 
down with 45-foot-pounds, clamping the reinforcing plates to 
the upper part of the test frame and specimen. The assembly 
was then hung in the test machine, with cables, as previously 
described, and the connecting cable for the electronic timer 
was secured to prevent the contact strips from being accident-
ly dislodged. Finally, the bolts in position C were torqued 
down with 45-foot-pounds and the two bottom, outside bolts 
(position B) were loosened. In this state, bolts A and C with 
45-foot-!"ounds torque and bolts B loose, the specimen was ready 
f o r l :o a d i n g . 
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4.3 Testihg 
From this point on, the order of operations followed the 
checklist given in Appendix D. Due to the number of operations 
which had to be performed in sequence, these lists proved to 
Je indispensable. Generally, the test frame was rechecked and 
the instrumentation was inspected, tested and adjusted before 
loading )he specimen. Continuity, for this test, was obtained 
when the resistance of ,,each of the current paths an& connect-
{ 
ing wires was less than 30 ohms or when the voltage across the 
times input terminals was less than+ 0.1 volt. The sequence 
under CLOCK (Appendix D) was the procedure followed to produce 
a test pattern on the oscilloscope screen, permitting position-
ing and trace adjustments b·eftire each test. 
., 
To absorb most of the Cable slack, the specimen was pre-
loaded with loo pounds, and the test frame was aligned for 
plumb with a 6 inch plumb rule. The 16ad was then applied at 
a pr~scribed rcite and maintained at the particular test 1-o·ad:- ·~ 
whi.le the reinforcing plates were clamped into place with 35 
- -- - --- - - - --~--- -- -- - --····--··------·---··-----·--·-·. ---,·---~----·-----P ----r --- .· .-·--·-----.. -.----·------ .. ····· - ···---~ - - - .. ·,. - . - . 
foot-paunds torque ~n the bolts in position B. The instrumen~ 
tation was agal..n checked. (Th-e total time for the tightening 
_, __;_..,!.-.-· , .·. ·----• ."' _____ - • •-----•- ···--·-•••••••·••··•-•---•••---•n•-•••----·---··--·--__:___, ______ o_,____ •---c---• ·--~·-···•--
• -·~--··--- ~- .... •· ifr!d~--Ctieck fri-g'"-:'OPiril.i; ons was less than five minutes).. A nat-
--- ---· .. "·--·· •.. -·-.----·. -- ... ·•,-· -···~- -- ... ,. ... _... .. ·-- - . 
. - . ~ ' ' ··,· .. '.. -. 
ping a wedge placed directly in the saW cut. The timer out-. 
- - ~--- --- - -
-- -- - --~- . p-Ut was- -r e-me-ve-d---fr:e-m---t-h·e sco-p-e--c-amer a--affifi•~ne- gr i C:F w-a s-- a-i:f ae d - - --- . - - -- ---
- ... - . ' to the picture a.nd· the continui_ty was" a~rain checked to deter-
-~_27·-
' ' 
mine which paths had been severed. A severed path was indi-
cated by a voltage of+ l .4 volts or more across the timer · 
input terminals. 
As mentioned earlier, no temperature measurements were 
made in the course of this investigation. However, it is ex-
pected the "hold time" before crack initiation will be in-
creased to al.low time to position the probe, zero the recorder 
and conduct additional checks as made in the present procedure . 
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V. DISCUSSION OF DESIGN AND OPERATION 
Although the constant velocity across the model 1 s test 
section was evidence that the design conditions had been 
satisfied, several shortcomings of the frame and specimen as-
sembly bear mentioning: 
1. The process of assembling and disassembling the test 
frame for every test was very tedious, requiring 
more than an hour-per test. The design and use of 
an assembly table simplified the task somewhat, but 
~id not eliminate any work. 
2·. The performance of the fixture proved somewhat tem-
peramental. The addition of load spreader strips 
on the specimens and the roughening of the grips 
along with attention to th.e details of a carefully 
engineered experimental procedure (see Appendix D) 
grea_tly- improved the frequency of accep_table t-es·ts .. 
:3:·:. Th.e fractures consistently pro.pagated in the upper 
. ~---·--------- ·-- '' ' ---·· ----·-· ~ ~' . ha l f Of the s p e Ci men test. -s-e·ct.Ton-as·· a··-r·e·iu11:·-o:rthe· 
specimen-te.st frame ._clamping.design. The.absence of 
. 
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un~ymmetrica1· arrang·ement _of the b __ olt~holes is be~·· 




The electronic timer performed its function as designed, 
although, in several cases, its limitations were exceeded. 
' 
The lower limit on the duration of an event is approximately 
' 
32µ sec. [llµ sec. were required to shift the stored informa-
tion out of the timer to the oscilloscope (lµ sec. per binary 
digit plus lµ sec. for switching) plus the oscilloscope had 
an internal lock out which prevented a new trace without 20µ 
sec. delay after the completion of the preceding trace]. When 
the event times were less than 32µ sec. a trace was lost, and 
only every other event time was recorded. This is the reason 
for the missing values in Table 8. 
Dr:••· Barrett poi n ts out , i n ·A·p pend i x C , that the ti me 
resolution is limited at 0.5µ sec. due to·the 2 megacycle · 
frequency limitations of the iptegrated circuits, If more 
t e s o l u t i o n i s d e s i r e ct , m o r e e x p e n s i v e T o g i c u n i ts ., w i t h a 2 0 
m:e g .a c_y c .. 1 e 1 i .m i t. , m a y b e p u r c h as e d .. 
The double gate arrangement in t~e lN,P stages,, lat:reted 
INA l, .•. ; was added after the time required to <break a cur-
.. rent path· was found to be too l·ong .. The l,o.gic elements de'..; 
. ·. , .... 
maild a switching time (or fa.Tl time) less than 50 nanosetcirids 
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The final alteration was made to provide the' test pat-
tern mentioned in Chapter IV. By connecting the oscilloscope 
c a 1 i b r a t o r c i r c u i t t o t h e i n p u t t e rm~ i n a l o f I N P l , e v e n t s w e re 
produced at a rate of one per millisecond. This produced a 
pattern on the oscilloscope screen with the same intensity and 
position as the actual test data. The "switch clear" switch 
set the logic units in the INP stages and when closed allowed 
con ti n u o .u s s w i t c h.i n g o f th e f i rs t s tag e • The II s h ; ft c l ea r 11 
switch cleared the event register, EC 1 , EC 2 , ••• , in order to 
·set the vertical position of the trace at the top of the 
~ 
screen. Hence, to assure proper timer operation, it was es-
sential that these two switches be closed and then opened, 
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VI. DISCUSSION OF TEST RE SUL TS . 
Eleven successful tests, at stress levels ranging from 
1000 to 4500 psi., were conducted using the electronic timer. 
All tests were made at room temperature (75°F) with a loading 
rate of 10 pounds per second. The humidity was not considered. 
The detailed data is presented in Tables 2 to 12. 
All of the cracks ran in the upper half of the specimen, 
and branching occurred in only one case, 4500 psi. Slight 
11
surface runners" were noticeable at lower stress levels 
(3000 and 3500 psi.). The roughness of the fracture surface 
increased with velocity in agreement with observations by Cot-
terell [7]. The fixture consistently produced reasonably 
straight fractures at the 2500. - 3500 psi. stress level. The 
crack ran above the test section at 1000 psi., branched at 
4 5 O O p s i . , w h i 1 e the l 5 0 0 -· ~ 0 0 0 p s i . ran g e was c h a r a ct e r i z e d 
by· unpredictable ·paths. ·Sk,e·tc,hes o·.f all crack paths are in-
cluded in Tables 2 to 12. 
The test sec t_i_o n_. _ _rui_a_s_ t-:-_s __ t ___ a_t.i .. c. v.e_l __ o_e-itJ .. -i-n-cr.e-a-S .. e-(L_w_i-tli---tlte ..... 
. - ·•.· ~---·-·-· ---------- -----------··--··--- -
- ·-.. ___ ,.. ......... _____ ., __ 
gross stress and reached a maximum of more than 2180 ft./sec. 
-~.- - b e f o r e b r a n c h i n g o c c u r re d . T h i s v a l u e ·i s i ti a g re e me n t w i t h 
-·-·--·-·---·---- ·--·- ----·----··--·---- ·-
---·-- - - - ------·-------- --· ·---·--
' . 
····-----------~--- ------ ----·--· -----
--~·--------~·~-~-----=-----·------------------·--···--------·~--------·---··:·~·--------_...... ___ ..,___ _______ , _______ ~_----------·-----··-·-
Cotterell's [7] experimentally determined value of 2200 ft./ 
sec. and the theor_e_t_j ~aJ _ val~_g ··of_D_ulaney -and _·_B.r __ an __ e_:e __ , .23_-3_~_ 
- -·------- ---·--·-··--····-·-· ····--
---·--·----··-··--~---····-· ----
-~ -- - . -- --- -· ----------
ft./ s·ec. 
The reproducibility of data was excellent in all but one 
case (2500 psi. - Table 9) where a thickness variatiori-of 
-32-. 
L •• ~-~-... ,_--, ,-=---~----•- -
• 
- 0.020 inches over the cross section (and from the normal 
specimen thickness) was measured. The constant (average of 
the recorded values) velocities and the corresponding values 
of gross stress, cr, stress intensity factor, K, and crack ex-
tension force, G, are given in Table 1. The plots of K as a 
function of velocity, Ve, is given in Figure 11, while G as 
a function of Ve is plotted in Figure 12. 
. Additional tests were run to examine the acceleration of 
the crack from the starting edge t6 the quasi~static value, 
and also to determine the model's overall velocity variation 
with crack length. Since the width of the test section was 
reduced for these tests (see Figure 7b and Figure 7c), 2500 
psi. was chosen as the stress level, to insure a predictable 
crack path. The results of the acceleration test are tabu-
lated in Table 8 and plotted in Figure 13 while those for the 
velocity variation are tabulated and plotted in Table 9 and 
Figure 14, respectively. 
All time values were resol-ved to plus o--r minus one micro-
$etond. In terms of percent error this represented a range, 
depending on the crack velocity., of from + 0.81% to + 2.5% 
--- ----- -- ---------~---··--·--------· .. --
-----· ·--~--···--------·- - -- ----- ---·--·-·--·-·-~--------- -----
: : -~-e:--~-~~·'-:--=-. · --.,.,.~-"---::--fu~h-e-c-st:a-n a a r cf se-cTio-n velocity test. The maximum error for 
any test Wa~· tflat-+~3.6% E!rror for the acceleration test caused 
' .. .. ·-·· ,---···-
~-----'--c-.~. ' ... --.-··-.-··-···-·---·;_·· -·. -· ._ .. __ ~_.:....,.:..:. __ . . ·---------·--··---L.----· 
by t,he_JJ_se of .l/2 inch wide segments.· · The maximam error pos- · ···· 
sible before traces were missed was approximately+ 3.0% . 
. -· 
The crystal was calibrated at 999.835 kc's at room temperature. 
" 
.· ... ---~-~ 
': . -----
.. 
Additional errors may have been caused by the varying thick-
nesses of the current paths {< 0.8%) and the measurement of the 
segment widths (< 0.8%). The thickness error was absorbed for 
the most part by the+ lµ sec. tolerance as was the error due 
' 
to the measur~rnent of the segment widths. 
A thickness variation of up to - 0.007 in. from the nomi-
nal value of O .125 in. was observed on all specimens. For 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOMMENDATIONS 
The velocity behavior followed the predicted pattern for 
the fixed boundary model and the magnitude was found to ap-
proach the 2200 ft./sec. value, experimentally determined by 
Cotterel 1 [7]. The theoretical value for the terminal veloc-
ity predicted by Dulaney and Brace of 7. l x 104 cm./sec. or 
2330 ft./sec. (using Roberts' and Well's value Vr/(E/p) 112 
= 0.38) was also in the range of the 2180 ft./sec. velocity 
measured during branching, at 4500 psi. However, more·accel. 
eration measurements at the higher stress levels (to determine 
the velocity just prior to branching) are necessary before 
making any statements about that region and the actual termi-
nal value. The feasibility of such a study with the designed 
.. 
timing ·device has been shown .• 
. As the stress level was increased, the value of the con-
stant section velocity increased, but by a smaller amount with 
each successive increase. This behavio~, as represented by 
the K vs. Ve and G vs. V~ curves, agreed with that predicted· 
-- - - - b}' Lucas [17], although no c~~ve fit-was att~;ptedto d~ter-
mine the precise correlation. For su·ch a correlati~~, more 
i .. 
"'<. 
. -·-··--------~-----------··-·------------------·-·-·--·-· ----····-----------------------· 
------~-----------------------~~---~~,-----n-i-a:·----w--;---1-,---15 e re q u 1re--a·-~a t 6 o t n- t h e u p p e r, a n d 1 owe r ·· · s t re· s s ·-....... . 
' . . . ·•. -~: 
. _________ J _ _e_veJ_s_,_._ ____ ------:. __ . __ . ___ _ 
-~"--·----·-----~--------------- -~ ---~ --·-· 
•• 
·-·-- __ ::,__ ________ :_: _ ·. ___.::__---'---
··r· It is highly recommended that a new ·test frame and speci-
A. 
men be developed before the heat generafion measurement and 







across the· model are attempted. The temperamental nature ·of 
/ 
I 
I the present specimen-fram~/ arrangement and the eratic nature 
/ 
; 
of the crack path will ~rove detrimental to such studies. 
In addition, the experimental time· and effort require to get 
acceptable data is prohibitive to any extensive study. 
An alteration of the electronic timer might also be in-
vestigated. By using a dual trace oscilloscope and splitting 
the timer output so that the time intervals are alternated 
from one oscilloscope trace to the other, the timer range 
will be increased to a lower limit of approximately llµ sec • 
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Table 1. 
Constant Section Velocity Data 
.,,-
P ( 1 b) o-(psi) K (lb/in312) G (lb/in) 
2000 1000 1 41 4 4 .45 720 .,_.~ ,-, 
3000 l 500 21 20 l 0 . 0 870 
3000 . l 500 21 20 l·0,-.•. :0_ 890 
: 3000 1 500 21 20 l ·O:,. 0- 832 ' -· , .. 
4000 2000 2830 :1 ,7' .• :'8: l 202 
5000 z500 3540 2-7 .·g. 1?.·5 2 0 ' ..•.... 
5000 2500 3540 2·7 .·g. l :51 5: 
5000 2 .. 5:.00 3540 2:-1_ ... 9· 1.sg·.o 
·-, 6000: ,3::0.00 4240 4·0. 0 1 s 1 ::o· 
.. 
7-00.0 .3-i500 4950 54 . 4 1 9.75· 
9:o··o:o 
: . . 4-50.0 6360 90 . 0 :e:1 a·,o @ 
.. "-·~ .,..,..__ - - --.- -- . . ··- -
Note: Kc· was experimental l.Y determined for. one pl ate 
with a central crack, in simPle tension, w/iere 2a = 1 in .. 
'f J7" o ft1 , 
' ( 
and 2 b = 1 6 i n. At the onset of rapid -f_}"~_c:.t UJ'J!_: ______ __:_ ______ ~'-----'--=--·---------------,--------. -- ~-
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..er = 7 7 o ... p s ; . 
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. . ' . ' ... . . ~. 
, • •,. • .., •• , , '<wl • •- •• .,_ l', ' • • : .. ,:.: .... . .. ... ·.::, 
. h e:n.-c e , us i -n g E q • ( 4 ) _, · · · ,. 
- K = 10:a:o lb/----,n~-/~_ C - . - - - . ·-
and, from Eq.(.7}j 
















Comments: Paths 1, 2, and 5 not severed. 
LOCATION CRACK TIME SEGMENT VELOCITY NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH ( in • ) (fsec ) ( • ) ) ·( ft /sec ) I -in • • 1n • • • 
9 3 - 4 108 1 • 031 795 
8 4 - 5 117 1 .. 031 ·734 
... 
7 ·5·. ·-~·. 6" 120 1. 023: 710 
6 
.6: 
- 7 144 1. 016: 587· 
5 1 -· ·B. 634 
-~~-----
___ ,....., _______ ....,.~ 
. r. 
.4.-
.8 9 306 -~ --~-;.~ . :--~ - --
__ , --M·•-• -. -· - ._.-
3·. 9 :10 :.~:.~~~· .. ·-· 
----~--~ :-~-~:~.'.-- :--:.-.··-... •.,. 
2: 1 .. 0 
-· 11 ---·~. ...... _. ____ 
--~---~-~-~....; ---
1 :.11' -· 12 '-~ _:-.:.-·....;_, 
-~--~----
... ~--~ .. --~,~ .--·--· 
...... ~ 
.. 
·,H:a:1r ·s:c.al.e .... 
. ... - - - ---- , _ _, .. ·.·--- ~ -· 
CRACK 
4 ·" . A· ~ 2 .,_ ....... '.._ ----·---··--··-------~ . .. . . ........ ·-. . . -·~----------.. -·-··»-·· . . --- -'-t---·- ----~ - ----- ---- --- I 
. . . 
.· 
3 ,., . 
Note: When the c:rac·k. :s-ev~-r-ed a ·cu:rrrent path ·.1n, the 
.¢)to·ss-hatched area, ·th_e tim·e w.a9 :re<::"or·a, .. ea. b.qt th·e· dista.n.ce 
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Table 3 . 
3000 lb. 
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2 1500 lb./in. 
Loading Rate: 10 lb./sec. 
Timer Range: 1000 kc. 
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2 2000 lb./in. 
Loading Rate: 10 lb./sec. 
Timer Range: 1000 kc. 
Comments: Crack ran out of test section in Location 6. 
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2 2500 lb./in. 
10 lb./sec. 
1000 kc. 
,Comments: Acceleration Test. 
LOCATION CRACK TIME 
NUMBER LENGTH 
(in.-in. ) c.rsec. 
9 1/4-3/4 51 
8 . ' 3/4-1 1/4 41 
7 1 1/4-1 3/4 ---
0 
"6 ,, ·1 3/4-2 1/4 30 
5 '2 1/4-2 3/4 --·..; 
'4 2 3/4-3 1/4 2.8: 
.3: 3 1/4-3 3/4 ...;._:~ .. --
.2. 3 .3.;·4-4 3/4 ,:5:.4 
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2 2500 lbey/in. 
10 lb./sec. 
1000 kc. 
Comments: Velocity measured over entire model. 
Crack ran out of test section at Location 5 and 
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2 4500 lb./in. 
Loadin~ Rate: 10 lb./sec. 
Timer Range: 1000 kc. 
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Figure 5. Sample Oscilloscope Record of Electronic 
Timer Output. (Test: 2500 psi.-- Standard Con-
figuration -- See Table 7.) 
Binary Number 
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 .1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 =0 
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Figure -10. Electronic Timer and Power Supply 
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Cross sectional area. 
Instantaneous half crack 
length. 
Initial half crack length~ 
Thermal diffusivity= ~/pc. 
Specific heat. 
-C 1 Constant_ Energy va_lue 







the crack face. 
Young's Modulus. 
Crack Extension for·ce. 
Critical value of the·crack 
Extension Force. ·· 
Stress Intensity fa.c.tor. 
Fracture Toughness. • 
Value (if fixed) 
2 in. 2 (nom.) 
4 . 2 1.88 X 10- ln. 
sec. 
0.35 BTU/lbm-°F. 
4.5 x 10 5 psi. 
.. 2' •. 3 6 1 b . /- _;-- n .-
, .. 0,-3_._o_· lb./>-··- __ ·. __ ·3_/.·2 
.. -. ·-, .·· , .n ..• 
Numerical constant depending 




. ·t . . 
. u 
L.o ad. 
~Heat genera\~ unit cr,a·c.k 
l en·g th. 
·- T i·me . 
Temperature . 
-e-------.....,.,.--:-::-,---;-------,-----=-=---· ~ . --·----··- ·-- --------·----·· __ 
---- Umax · · Maximum temperature value . 
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:-2:~ One Baldwin 60,000 pound testing machine. 
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A LOW~COST SUCCESSIVE-EVENT TIM~R 
'by 
W. A. BARRETT 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
INTRO DUCT ION 
... 
1: 
The measurement of successive contiguous time intervals 
in the microsecond to millisecond range occurs frequently in 
velocity and rate studies. An example in strength of mate~ 
. rials studies is c,rack propagation across a flat specimen. 
·r.h::e crack breaks filamentary current paths deposited. on the 
$Urface of the specimen; the successive time intervals of path 
brea~age are to be measured and recorded in some fashion. 
. T he s y s t em de s c r i b e d i n t ~ i s p a p e r me a s u re s" a t i me i: n -¥· 
terval by counting clock pulses of a known frequency with_ a 
• -•-••--- ----·· -----·-•-••-•··-•-••-• ·-·-· ••" ------~·-·=-·-·-• • 
binary counter. At the end of a· time ·interval (an event), the 











reset to -o. The recording system consists of a shift register 
' 
. -
·.: ...... · .. --··········--:-·:-
7
:~--.--···-~-,·c·~ ..... "":~;~;·· .. - s-h .. t·f·t-e·-d···· .. ··c-o·n~~t·i··n·tf·a·l ·l·y···· by· ··€-l·OC k-·· ·P U·-1--s es.-~ .. _:t·.n.e-.-~l.a.s.t. __ , s .. ta . .g.e.:~.O .f-..... wru.c.b ..... :.~ ·-------.; __ . ___ ,,,. _____ ........ ...... 0 
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. 
, . 11' .. . .... ' --·---···
···•••, .................... ____ , ____ , ................. --................. 
'' 
trace~ The .shift register is loaded. from the counter and the 
.... - . -· __ ,_ ___ . _. ·------- .. ·
.·· ______ · , .... , .. · ·- - - --~ 
-- . -~· ~-- - ' ,.,,._~ ,,__ -- -
"'to .,. 
CRO trace is triggered by the event. 










Generally, the system fails if an interval is shorter tha.n 
this; however, the existence of a failure is also clear from 
the scope display, so that no error can result from such a 
failure. 
The system can accept almost any number of time intervals 
with very little additional circuitry needed for more inter-
vals. The limit is set by the scope display, which becomes 
hard to read if too man;:1re displayed. A reasonable up;"~r 
limit is about 32 for a five-inch scope CRO. The system is 
almost completely made of inexpensive logic integrated cir-
cuits of two types~ no critical adjustments are needed, and. 
no logic hazards exist. The total component cost is about 
$300.00, using Fairchild industrial epoxy mitrologic flip-
flops and gates. The oscilloscope required should have a DC 
v e rt i c a l s e n s i t i v i t y o f a·t 1 e a s t 2 v / d i v i s i o n , a v e rt i c a 1 \d i s -
p l a y r i s e - t i me o f O • l µ s e. c • o r 1 e s s ( i f a 1 M H z c 1 o c k i s u s.-e:·d ) ·, 
an.d a triggered, blanked linear s·w·eep ·Of lµ sec/di.vision. 
- . '""'_·~. ~ ,~---·~·--.·~,.-,".f' i~·-~:-:~:· ~'. .. ~ -'. .. ,:--~ .. ~-~-~- - ·--... -.----.... ,,... ...... -.- --· - ··,-· ... - ··r . .,. --· r-- --r--. ·• ... , ... ., ... -..,._-. ., .. , .. J .... ,,. ·-· ,., ... -· .... -· 
Fast r.ecovery 9f the sweep circuit is es.s.:ential to capture min·-
imum time intervals. -
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
• . --- ,.._--·----~-~-·--------- - -- -- - ---- --- • ·------·. ·-- ··-·----··· ,,.. .... ~- --·- - --·- - - .................. -- - ..... _______ ... ------~--· .. ·······-··--·--··-·-····--··--·-·-·-.- -----·--· -·~------·--·--·----~~-----··--·--------·-···- ---------·-·-- .... -.. -.-i/ .......... _ --,-... - ..... ~ ............. --··- - --·--,-------------·•-"" ··....... . ... :._;y+:· . ;...,...~-;----- -·-··-~---· ---- ·-
• 
, based o n~F a i r ch il d NOR l o g i c and J - K ·fl i p - fl ops . W i th these 
- . 
·· .. _______ .. -··-· --· -·-,--n t e g r a t e d · c i r c u i t s , a 1 o g i c a 1 l i s l . 3 v o l t s o r mo re , ·a n· d a -- - --
.. 
· 0 ·;s 0.3 -volts or less. A dual NOR gate generates the· Boolearf-















the gate produces an -0utput l only if both A and Bare O's. 
A single input NOR gate inverts the input logic. An open in-
put- behaves like a O input. 
The J-K flip-flops used here are described by the truth 
t a b l e i n · T a b l e lA . T h e o u t p u t X ( p i n 7 ) a n d i t s i n v e r s e X 
(pin 5) are unaffected by the inputs S, C and CP except during 
a l.ogic transition of CP (pin 2) from al to a 0. Thus, from·· 
the truth table, if Sand Care bot~ zeros, a CP tiansition 
1~0 causes the flip-flop to change state. It is forced to 
-
a O ;i f S = 0 a n d C· = l , a n d t o a 1 i f S = 1 a n d C = O • F i n a l -. 
ly, the state is u naff e ct e d is -S = ·C = ·1. .• 
·The status of X persists for about 40 n·sec after a CP 
, 
't·r·an.~-ition, owing to internal delays in the:· flip-flop. T·h·t:s: 
:·p:'e rm ft. ·s u s e o f t h e p re v i o u s · s t a t e w h i. l e C ·p ; s c h an g i n g • · 
,. 
The fl.ip-flop is unconditionally clea 
6 ) . P mu s t b e O .. f .o r t h e a c t i o n o f T a b l e l t o .o c c u .r ·!t, .. __ . "'" __ .,, . .-- ·:--
••• • - ·'- ••••••••••••• ., .... ·.-·-' ,. - -"··'-" ... k ... ~,,·-·-··· ... ,........ • • • ;. • 
Sev.eral J-K flip-flops _may be· interconnected to form a 
.b·.i nary counter~ The event counter> ECl - EC4 of Figure l is 
· ··· .. ..·· . an ex a mp le . Ea Ch stage has S = C = 0 .~ h_~:n~_JLggcb __ C_P_('J7_0j_~-- -,-- ·-~~ · ···----
•. ---- ••-•••••••••••••-• ••• ••••~---••• -•-• -------:--·--••••••~--~~~~---·•-••••,•~ 7-••-•·•:••-;·--•••••••>••••••••••• •••--••••••••·-•o••.,-••--·-·•• ••••-••- -••-•••••·"·•···••·•·•--"-•••.••:-•••-~-- ••.•••-••:•,•••••••-•••-•••• ••••••"'-••• •••·-•••••~•-•••••••••~------------•-• '""'" • •••••••-••••-'••---------·M·•-,•,!-0~<--r-"'f""""•"•"'::•••••" • ., • .. •• •. ' •· ' ' • • • • . • ' •• • . ' • 
. 
. 
- causes that stage to change state. Now CP for any one stage 
•-......... / 
. 
. ... . . 
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. . 
···--·-- .. ··---~·-----.. ·--·----------l--·-·-.· .. ·-1:ra··;··r· ··tff __ .. __ c h ,fn gtfs ·of ·E cl , E C3 ·c·h a:·n g es ·-·fer r· ·e··,le .. ry-- .. µ··a,-·r---·o·-f-- clfp"trg-Ef_s ____ ........... -·:·-·--------·---- ··········~··· 
... . . . -- . ... . • 
. q . 
.. 
----------~ . --~- ·- -- - -~ 
of EC2, e·tc. ·If the counter is i.nitially set to 0000,· then 
. 
:··-·· ·-· ··-·-··· -- .. ----- -- .·: __ .~ .. ~··-·--··--·--~~----~------ -~ 
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"This sequence i.s the sequence. of the binary numbers 1,. 2:., .a,: 
---15, written backwards . 
,. 
··rn:~: interval count.e:.r I:Cl - IClO is ·made the same way. IC 
.c,ou.nts. t.he 1-+0 tran:sitio·.ns .o.f CLK, whtc·h. is a square wave 
·; 
g:.enera·t~,ci by .:a cry·st~l -·c.o:nt:roll ed o .. s·c.; 1 lat:o.r Gl 8 - . Gl 9. 
·.~ ,· - " -- . - - ... · -- . . . •... -~ - - . . - ·-·- .: . -···- ·-·- - . ... . 
Th-e stages SRI ~- SR9 and SRFlO compris~ a shift regi:s.·t,e:.r: 
. 
w}bi ch may be loaded upon command (TR = l) from the interval 
---~ -~-:.'c.owite r ~ .. Eac:h !i_t~ge _cons is, ts of one J.:.. K flip- flop and four . 
... ____ •• ····-. - --- --- --··-·----- .... ._ ···--- ··- ....... -·---- -······.-:-·- ·-----·-_·---~::_·-_- .-.---.--------~-···· ....... r, .. ~_ •• ,., • .,,_,_,,. .... ~-·~··----.. 4.,0------.. -~.-, __ ...... ---····'•"'""'"'·'···<-•···----·-_-- ·-~ ....... -. _- ..•. ·-··-~.:..~ .. :. .. ~ .... #;~...;..:_~- .;,, .... --~--,.-- :.:..:.: ···-· __ ... . 
. ' 
d U al - i n p u:t' 19 ate S • · A S, hi ft · reg i st er of 1-0 st a--g·e S c a·n ·rro·l-d·-----a-··-·--·-c-"---~--,,-·:····--~-,------·--··--
l 0--bit bi-na--ry. number. Upon each shi·ft command of CLK (l-+O), 
-· . 
- .... ·.· ... . . . . . the n u mfier i s d i s p la ce~cf Jllli!~_ 'st a.g.e_ tb th.e r_; g l'l t ; I . e ..... -SR-4-~.h a s 
···\-':·.:-\ .• 
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If the shift register held the binary number 
1011011101 














~:s:suming the left e_nd is fill.ed with zeros. Note that t·he last . 
. ::r·1,_p-f.lop, ·SRFlO, ta,kes on .a ttme-seque,nce of stat-es that is· 
e-x·:-a-c·t:ly the initial binary number. Its output is therefore 
~s-~d (through Q7} t·o modulate ·the s-cope intensity· to indic,tte 
·a· 1-· o::r_ a O --
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S ~ e this, note that input S of SRF2 has th~ same value as X. 
. States SRl - SR9 act as a shift register when TR.= 0. To 
~-
-····· ................. _, ___ , ____ .. --- -..... '. . . .. ·· __ .... ·- ... . 
. . ----.. -·~·-- ·- ........... ····· ·-· ........... ·---··---·-
. ,.,. 
' . 
·of SRFl, when TR = 0, and C is the inverse of S. Hence, if 
-. 
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r 
held a 1. SRFl is forced to·· O by CLK (1-+0) \•/hen TR = O. 
When TR = 1 and CLK (1-+0), each SR stage i5' forced to the 
state of the corresponding IC st~ge by the logic. This causes 
the IC contents to be transferred to SR. 
In order that this works properly, the.TR level must not 
change slightly in advance of CLK (1-+0). The best time for a 
TR change is just after CLK (1~0). Now a TR pulse signifies 
a timing event, or the end of one interval and the beginning 
~f the next. Since this can occur at any time relative to the 
CLK (1-+0) transaction, it is necessary to synchronize TR so 
that it occurs within t~e nearest clock cycle and is timed 
properly within that cycle. 
The retiming of TR is achieved by the input flip-flops 
I.NFl - INFlO and TRF. Note. that for TRF, C is always S. 
" 
A 1 so·:, i f T"R = l , a 11 the f 1 i p - f 1 ops INF 1 - I~ F 1 0 a re c 1 eared 
through gate .. s G4, G2 and G3. When INFl - INFlO are cleared, 
. ..__ --··-· -· - . . . . - -
input S of TRF is O and C is 1~ henc·e, TRF is cleared by the 
·next CLR {l+O), removing the cle:ar. signal f_rom INFl - INF.10 . 
~ 1" 
-----




! T f' ,\. " .{ ?J O .e .. "' 
is opened Which trips the ~o~espondi ng i n~ut flip-fl op). 
--,~- -- . ... ~ ~ ... \ 
-
·• .. 
... ______ 5j n~c e the i np u ts S ~-= C = 0 , . the I N F fl i p - fl op _; s s e t , . an d p u l 1 s .. __ _ 
. ·····-·· ...• "•· -·-- - ~-- - ) -· -------- . _....,. 
-.. ; ·+· 
• q ··1,,ti:": 
up -S of TRF. TRF then is set at the n~-xt-ctt<---{-t~-o-) time. It 
,:'' 
_:;s.hould-now be clear Qat TR is· normally 0, it, changes to 1 for 
' ~ .. 











~ .. -~-----·----. - --
-·•--·.c.-_. ______ , ____ • -··-~-- -
.. 
sitions and occurs in the nearest clock interval following the 
event. · 
Nor TR (O+l) causes -the event c.ounter EC to advance one 
count. With TR = 1, the interstage logic in SR is set up for 
a transfer on the next CLK (l+O). The transfer has not yet 
-
o c c u r re d , b e c a u s e T R ( 0-+- 1 ) l·a g s C L K ( l -+ 0 ) by a b o u t 4 O n s e c . 
The output of the event counter EC is connected to tran-
sistor switche_s Q3 - Q6. A swit.ch is 11 open 11 if its EC stage 
holds a 0, and 11 closed 11 if that stage holds a 1. Because of 
the sizes or resistors R3-6, the emitter current in Q2 is pro-
portional to the· magnitude of the binary number in EC. Th.is 
current is se~n as a proportional voltage at the collector of 
Q2 and is used to deflect the trace vertically to separate the 
succe·s:-~fve tj:ming intervals·.-
Just before TR (1-+0} ··o.tc~rs~ the cont:ent:s of IC is trans-
f e r re d to S R b. y a ·CL .. K '( 1--+ 0 ) . · T h e n T R (: 1 -+ 0 ) .s e t s . t h. e c 1 e a r 
. .- ..... , ---.. -... · ·..,._. -·-·····- -·· -----. ·-···---··-- ·- "'• ··-··· ""'·--· ..... ·- .. 
.. - ······"·•·····-··- ··-- ·--·----- .. 
fl i p - f 1 op CL F , w h i ·th causes IC l - IC l _0 t-o be c 1 eared . The 
.clear persists until CLK changes to 1, which al so resets CLF. 




TR {O+l) is al_so used_ to trigger the sco-p_e -sweep_thr_oJJgh 
-~ -· .- - - _ _- ' . 
.. th~ swit_~hQl. Since ·the transfer is-'-'not····completed·till· TR -----·-_------····· · 
~ -- ""-""· -
(l+O), the first clock time of the scope display should .be 
a ze~o, and signifies nothi~g. 
' . 
-73-
. ' . 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE SCOPE DISP.LAY 
An illustrative scope display is shown in Figure 2A. It 
consists of a series of horizontal traces, each displaced by~ 
about l volt downward from the preceding trace, and intensity 
modulated. Each trace represents the time interval, in clock 
period units, between two events, coded in binary form, read-
ing from left to right. The first displayed bit (bit 0, Fig-· 
• 0 
ure 1) is ignored, and the remaining group (bits l ·- 10) repre-
.sents the desired number. Unity should be added to each num-
ber for an unbiased time measurement accurate to~ clock peri-
ods maximum error. 
Trace l in Figure 2 is meaningless, as it represents a 
.
11 s to p II w i th - ho II s t a rt 11 _o th e r th an t u r n i n g o n th· e sys t e" m · po ""e r .. 
Trace 5 ........ sfi ... ifted down 7 time units after it started. Thi.s. 
means a new event occurred while ·the· previous one was being 
displayed. Its time can be judged from the sweep speed; how-
/ ever the measured time for the one bei_~g displayed is largely 




·The missing trace (trace 8) means that an event _oc.curred. . __ 
- :- - ·-:-.-~-.. ·-.- -.-
_ _ • I, n• • • • -·- • •• ..._,..__. ••-" •-:•-•••u,>••-••• - ' , l· - • · 
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While the scope sweep circuit was recovering. That time i.s 
. , 
· ., 1·ost,. though one may p·lace bouR-d-·s, on it if something i.s known· 
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With these, guidelines, the following m~ay be inferred from 
F 1 g u re 2: · 
.. 
Trace ,-; Mean·ing 
l mean i n g l e ss 
,/ 
:2: interval l time - 1101100 + ., - l 09 ... units -
-.3 interval 2 time = 1011110 + l - 95 units -
4 interval 3 time - 111001-1 + 1 +- 116 units 
' 
5 interval 4 time approxtmately 1100000 - 96 units -
6 interval 5 ti me .. 7 units (7 d·i Vi Si On S} 
~ 
-
7 interval 6 time - lllllO. ·+ l z:;: 6.3 units -
8.: interval 7 time u n'1<-n owJl , probably 10-20 uni:·ts·· 
·g, interval 8 time - 110 l 01 + l - 54 units - ~ 
,: ·o. interval 9 time - 1100100 + l - l Q l units - -
., , interval 10 t.-··me· ·- 1011001 +· 1 - ·90 units 1 ..... ·- -· 
SYSTEM VARIATIONS 
\ 
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-\ 
It is clear that several arbitrary choices were made in the 
syst~m of Figure 1. A 10-stage interval counter can r~gister 
.. 
.. 
:u p t O 1 0 2 4 C l O C k t i me S • E a ch, a d d it i o n a l s t-a g e , w o u l d do u b 1 e 
= ... --------- "._ ____________________ ,t. ________ -;-------;----·-------- --- -- - - --- ----=-.--: ..... _ ....... ~-------------
•• ... • • · • ·- -·····---• • •• ;, •• ·-• •--• - ·••• • •• I · ... • '"· • •• ·•· ••· ·• ---··" "· __ ,. • --- -- ••••• · • .. , -· --- ·-:::.:·· • ~ •-•··---:c.-.--: .. :..~c:-..• -,-, c..-·->:.;-:·.·::,·--~.~ ....... ._._~..,, . .,, ...... -·-·····- ····•·•· :"·-~·-----·--~'. •.-......-.- ...... ,_..,...,-:;.:.-. ... ,_.__~---~:.:C:·;,•:.,;·_ •. •-:"•,-..,_, .... _-,.,,~.;....:,.;..,.,..;._, _____ ;.;.;.;;._, •••• a ••. :..;,.•~--'-'--', .•••• ,,;:. ''"""-",_..,,.,,., ___ ,,...,.._,~,¥•~""""'"" ,-.~·-·-··•,-,,,........-,.,.,_.,...~":·_.,.,,, ·+; _ ..' •.• ,. •• .:. ·:;:;-~---:---;::.;::;:;-.:.:,:.~: . .'.'.:: .• ;::.";."~ 
_ . t h e m a x i mu m c o u n t . S i m i 1 a r 1 y , t h e n .u m b e r o f e v e n t s p o s s i b 1 e -
---~ . . . 
is arbitrary and ma·y be incr~as-ed_ by adding ___ mo.re /EC st~ges. 
_- _-:~(·~~--~-- :~~---~----~--·-- H.o~w ever, mo r_e ... st~ ge s requires mo re ca re ___ to_ .. _. __ ad .. j ... u .. s._t. __ ... tJie ____ b_io_ar y_ ______ .. _______ ,, _______ _ 
converter resistors to obtain an evenly spaced trace. Addi·-· 
V 
~~===----====-=·-······ -------- ===--------=-~==~-
ti on a-·r EC stages -should -be added to the· 1·eft si.de of EC with 
··-. 
-.£:._ .. _ t' . ~ 
--7·5' ·--·- : . . : :..-... . 
···.·; 
- .:, .~ 
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converter resistors 12K, 24K, etc. 
Several variations are possible on the tnput. The double 
fl ; p - f 1 0 p sh Own was v• Ch Osen 't O J: at Ch a II s 1 0 w 1 y' Vary; n g II i n put ' 
voltage rise once and only once. The clock input (CP) of the 
Fairchild JK flip-flop must change from 1 to O in less than 
. 40 nsec., or it is ignored. Hence, the input set-reset flip-
flop. A fa~t input voltage source could go directly to the 
CP terminal of the JK flip-flop. Also a single input that 
changes periodically with a fast fall time would require only 
one flip-flop. 
·,, 
Lower clock frequencies are eas.i'ly arranged by Ghanging 
.. 
the crystal. Frequencies higher than 2 MHz should not be used 
:w.lth· thes:.e logic packs, o.wi_p.g to the counter ripple prop~gation 
tjme (a·b:o .. u.t 400 n·sec., for .a· 10-st_age counter·}. Oth~r logic 
:cir.c:-utts, such as TTL:, a.r·e avai.la.ble for counting up to 2·0 MH-z. 
SO-ME CAVEATS ~ ,. 
. F 
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Logic pack ·1oaqing rules 
i1 
must. b·e· observed 6 modifica-1n any 
' ' 
..• ..... ,_ 
general • · . . ' la. :I n 
' 
an expans1on · 1. n . tion of the system of Figure 
- . - - ---·--.--~·-·-~·-·-=--,; ···~~----·-·--· --····-·----·-··-- --- - - . . 
size calls for a reassessment o·f gate. lo-ading. Most of the 
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0 
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. -- .. ·-. ·-·· ........ ' 
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single-input gates in Figure l are to assure in-tolerance 
· ···:·· .. ·-- ----------"-c_ ---.. ---·'-"-----~; .. ··· .. ·:-·-·l-e-a--d-4-·R·§' ·- o f · --"·e-a~c-n-· ··:l·-e g · i c · · p a c k • 
~• 
·.BV.c_bo>30v and fT>lOO MHz. ' Th~ power ~ources of 3.6v ~nd 20v 
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.. 
" 
should be regulated. The 3.6v source drain is about 650 ma, 
and the 20v source drain 20 ma(max.). The 3.6 volt source· 
should be decoupled witTI a 0.1 µf ceramic capacitor located 
cl~se to a group of logic packs. One capacitor for each 5-10 
" 
packs should be adeq~ate. Ground leads should also follow 
signal leads from pack to pack. 
•:. _.·, 
:: 'r 
- -.. •...•.... -s··--· ... ·-- •. ··- _ .. ···-· - - ... 
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- •--- --
- ....,,.... . . _ __, __ 
- ---- --- ---. ' -···----------- . -- . -.". :------!...,_ -
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1 
is 
. .. . . ..... ··.' T' . . n+ 
·the state of X(pin 7) Upon transfer of CP(pin 2} from l to 0, 
..... ... . 
or it depends on S(pin l} and C(p.in 3). The former state~ 
p e r·s ._; s ts f 9 r ~ ,b o 1:-1 t 4 O n s e c • _a f t e r t h e . C P tr a n s i t i o n . 
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10.0 K CATH 
...__..,-16J 
G4 6 7 6 7 PX 7 Px 
TR 
6 CL R 6 1 -------:-_,.6_C-=-L_R_--+6.....,,...=--::::16==--:;-----::=i 6 c'~---4------,.-=---~--::---::::J6 6... - 7 - 7 7 p X 7 7 7 7 7 PX PX P·X ~P~x~-~ Px Px Px 
....-.;2 CP ~2 CP 2 2 CP ---,2 CP 
INP6 
L - - _____ _j_ 
------
1
· INP 7 5 2 CP 2 
p 2 p 
L _______ _J G5 IC 1 
TR 
CLK ' 
___ ,c 4 IC 5 r--------, 
. ~ ---r-1i--:, - INP 8 








- f="_______ '.'"'.'.'."."--=:~ ~-,--, - -, 
~ ----t-t---, I NP 9 
L_ .......... - - - ....,_ _ _J 
3 6 
.... ··- .... -, ., . 
~----- - ---, 1 S . 7 
I . 3 5 12 CP SR1 I.. I 
·1 3c r- . - - - - - - -1 -
~f -~ -----l~P 10--- i,-.-
2 
IC 7 IC 8 
-
· TR 
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.,__,___ -·-- ------------·-· -·---
- - . --------------
. 6. ' 
.. -· --· G17- ----------·- . ---------_::-----~:: : : 
3 
1 K----o S~OPE _ . __ 7"U( ....,1_""" 10K - ____ ... ______ G21- G~\.4,,~ 
'----:'~.,, --GAllBRATOR ... _ --- ·- --- ---- 3 
. --__ -
G11 ...__-..----,D ,___ __ _ 5611 ---·------ -. --- ------- --------·-- . --·--- . --L--L-------::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::".'d::-:: ~~~======:""'~"'=""="'"---.. ·---~~-------- i ------- ---- --------··------------------------ .. 
---------~----
'"A - ML 923 (Fairchild) - U8A99232BX 
B - ~L 914 (Fairchild)- UBA991428X CLK 
100 KC 
- CRACK TIME 
, -c RACK --~vzzzzzzzzzzzl)-: --------"------:-----
\ CLK 
1000 KC 
·Figure 1A. Crack Propagation Timer 10K 
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1 START SWEEP - ADVANCE VERTICAL POSITLON 
I 
'• TRANSFER COUNT TO S. R. 
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:S-ta·r-t_ of Sweep.-
-.... --
. - ,_. ·--· -
;~ . 
- ··-""----. .. -.-- -.---~--. -·- - ·. . --. -_ . . - .. .. 
. ' 
· ~ -~ :·,_ " · tiQ~ r e 2 A • I 11 u. s t r a t i v e s c ~-~ e · t; a ~ e ~ ~ n. e r a.i ~ d by t ;e 1 '. ~ . ·· T • • • •.•••. • 
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.See text for interpretation. 
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TEST PROCEDURE CHECKLIST 
.~ 
A list of the operations and inspections which had to be 
completed to insure successful tesis is given below. An ex-
planation is included where the operations are not obvious. 
The order of presentation is identical to that used in the 
actual procedure. 
' 
CONNECTIONS: C]leck connections at timer and ·c·R-0,. 
l. Scope Vertical 
2. Scope Trigger 
3. -Scope Crt. Cath. 
4,. Ground 
5. + 20 Volts 
:6 .• Cable Tab·s· 
.J 
·:f ·_:r·o m p owe r s u pp l y- • . 
· · Tt mer i n put terminals ~--
-
SP_ECIMEN: . p:rep.arat ion. 
-···· -- ---·· . --- -· ··-,--~. -··::·' .. -·- .. , ... ·······-·--; ....... --- . . ., ....... -~ ........... •'"' .............. -.... :- -~--, ___ : -~ .. ::_ ....... _;_, ... . . .. .-.. .,·~-~-..... ·--·· .. ~- , ... - ............. ' ... . 
. ~- ·:·-~ '. . .. ··- .. "" -
" 
. ;.· ',. •. -~ ,· 
;. 
7. Cle an 
..... 
8-. :Saw Cut 
10. Continuity· 
-~ 
.. ,.-_, .. 
· ...•.... ,.-, ..... 
. ,;r-f 
·f'.'. 
E.xami.ne .. te:st sectt·on surface and 
.. 
_c:Te·an if· ne·c_essary . 
:1 / 6 4 II t Q 1 / 16 ll l Q n g • 
The resistanc~ of each current 
path (including cable·) must be 













12. Bolts Tight 
13. 6 Bolts Loose 
14. Cables Straight 
·15 . . C a b l e C 1 e a r 
' 
- EQUIPMENT: 
16. Baldwi~n On 
17. . Scope, On 
18. Power On 
l9. VTVM On 
·2·0 : · .....•. Air On .. , 
_,. 
., 
·Place specimen in load frame and in-
sert al 1 bolts. 
45 ft.-lbs. torque on bolts in posi-
tion A~- move frame to test machine 
and mount it -- 45 ft.-lbs. torque 
on bolts in position C. 
Loosen two ou-tside bolts (position, 
B) which were tightened before 
moving the frame to prevent ?P.~ci-
m e n d a,m a g e • 
Loading Cables. 
Check that timer connecting cab]~ 
is suspended and secure. 
·r·e·::sttng Machine. 
0 s C: i l l O s C O p e ( C R·O ) .. 0 n . 
·A·~ C . ;tu: :r ·r ~ itt to P owe r Supp 1 y . · 
I . 
. , 
F:.o . ..r,·· t e.s t:·i: n :_g ma-c,.h i n·e· 1 o-a d · i n di cat or. 
2:l. Clock Ra~ge Set- el.ec·tronic timer range to eithe.r. 
.~/··: -··············· ···-·-···· ............. ·-·--··--··-----------------.. ·~---··,···· .. ·-·',··· ........... -,···=-·~··--, J:.O.,O".O.'. .. kc .. ., .. o.r ... l 0.0 .... k.c...... -. -.. -----······-·-·· ·""·······--········ 
- 22. Check Film 
__ s_c o P_E _: ______ . _____ _ 
• 
·. In -os·cilloscope ca.tnera. 
~- 0 sci l "l osco.pe sett tn.gs f.o.·r a. Tek -- ... - --




' '•,,-,..••,,- ;., .• ,• ,· ·-• . • . . • - - ·· .... ·.,.,·:.:.,.,,':_.,_; ... • . . •:.-,:,·.•••·-"'""'"'"' .. ,, .. ,,.,,. .... •<----"·•·•·----::.• .• ,.:; ,,:,,,_,,,,: .. ,•.:_.. .. -/~· .;~-•--,·•·',. .... c.: .• ,,C •••.• 
~ ·-·._,,_ .. _, .. ,.,' - • --··----.,._.,,_...;.r_• • .:...i•-·.,;...--.-:.:..:ha,.:....,:.....;.,,_.~~-••••• ... •_, __ .~-- --•·•--·->-•• ·---•• ••---~~·-·-• '•'•·•--·••'-•• ·•• - ·••" - • ·••• •---.--·-·•-•-••••-••·-• •·•• -••·---~-• • •-•••• ·'"'"" -•••••••,' ... •.••~••"•• ... ~-•"•-•·•,.•-•·•·•-- •••-••• ,,, .. ~•~n, ••--•·--•••~•••••~"""'" ,,._.,,_ ·•·•-~••••·•·••• •·••••- • ... '•• • ••••H•,._ •• •·•·•· •-•·•-,.•·••·-······•••""-~--··•••••··-·• • ••••• - ••• • ••- :. •-~··-•-• - -•• • • • -· •-~••-·-- -• •·- • •· • - ••• -·- ••• • •-•••• ••· • .. r • "• ,. - .. - __. - " 
' . . 
1 23.· Trigger Mode . A. C.. · 
-- -·· 
24. Trigger Slope 
--
·25· . T i me / Cm • 
26. Variable 
27. Horiz. Display 
·Neg a ti v,e-~. 
10~ sec.fem. for 100 kc. crystal; 








-- .~· ' . 
:-.~ _,,. 
... 
: . .- ::-·. 
28. x5 Mag. 
2 ·g • Vo l t sr.t Cm • 
POWER SUPPLY: 
30. Course Voltage 
31; Fine Voltage 
~32. C C t ourse urren 




3 5 • C o n. -~ (: ·9: 1 :, b: • 
'3 s,; • s h: . ·c l e a r ( o f f ) 
-.3-7 .- - Sw,. C1::ea r ( 0 n) 
··a· -·a- '..·T, ·ab-•-• -1._. -:_ --o------f. - ---f-_ -
-_·_·_ .. ·- . 
. .. ; :. 
. --~-- - -·-.-···~--· ------~-- -~--· ··-.. ~~--~-- ··-· . 
---
' Off. 
2 volts/cm. (Plug-in amplitude con-
t ro 1 ) • 
20 - 25 volts. 
Adjust to+ 20 volts. 
l . 5 amps . 
--~ 
Adj us t so th at + 2 0 V'O_ l ·t·s ts j us t 
supp 1 i e·d . · 
Turn off current to timer. 
Connect calibrator circui·t (CROY· 
·.to the electronic timer. _ 
' . 
Open "Shift Clear 11 switch~ 
C 1 o s e II S w i t c h G:--l ea. r II s w i t c h • 
.·' 
U n f a s t e n 1 e a d to t e rm i n a l~ , l . ( D i S: ~,: 
connects timer from current path ·. 
on specimen). 
I 3'9 . · S c o p e C a 1 . 2v • . ..... . _ __ Qs.c i Ll' os.co.p.e. cal-i bra t-0:r ampli t-04-e- · · - ·--·~- - --t· · · ·· · "'· .c,,,,. ·- ··· · •· ··-· _,_:...: ·• ·· ···-····· • · · ····· · · · · ·· · ·· ·· ··· · ·· • ·· - ···•· ·- --·-- ··· · s e t t i n g • 
40. Power -On-
.. 
41 .• Adj. Horiz. _· _ 
Current supplied to timer -- pro-
duces test pattern on CRO screen . 
.. 
.. ______ _,,. ·-·--·--·-.. ··-----·-·-·-----·---·--· - ·.,,_. . .,. ___ ,,, _________ . : ______ . ·--------·-·· -----------------··--- . ,.;.~_;;._:_ .... _::.::,~~
;..;;---· . --------~.--.-·---·-· 
':, 
,• ....... __ .. 
-< 
:· . .,-· • .. ·:· • .... • ..... : ••.• _ .... ·-. ·-- •• -·-.. --- ~ ·-· .:.._ •••• ., ···-----~ ·--··-.:, : ____ ··-·····-· _ .. __ . ____ ._., __ - -=···-···"··-..:.-·-··--..... ----····-- ................ •.-- .. -·--· ···- ··-- ·····--,-·····--·--· '""" - --· -·-·-··--·-- ...... :.: .•. -•. - ..... .:.: .:...-:_-, ·:--" /-~-:,.,,.~---·-·:·.:.-·-- .. . 
- -·· - ····-·---
- -v••·•. --.••• ....:.,.,----:r.··--·-· -----·. -. .




,' ·,:-:- ' - - •·•:-L ·~-., .-·•·' r·• 
-- Adjus.tment ... :_o~f t·e ... s.-'t pattern on CRO 
screen. 
--4 4 • . --~---'JG ... _, ···--·------· .................. _____ .. _______________ --------- ------ , ... , .. ,_ ...... - :-.~-.' -··· · .... "···-···-- -.. : ... , .... · ..•. ··--- ···--- . ___ '_, ____ , __ , - -- ------·-···--·--·-···-. ·--·· ·; •.•.•. ::-:.--"···.!-,'.,. -~-·--··-···· -··- ···---~---·;r· 
45. _Astigmatism· 
46. Illum. Off 
I,.· :i 
• ·-<". 














·-··· . ', ...... ·... " -
47. Scope Cal. Off. 
48. Tab l On 
49. Check Bi as 
50. Clear 
. , 
51 . Powe r.,j)ff 
• 
CAMERA: 
52. f -- .2 ... 7 .. ~ .... ·3· 0 .. • .. 
53. Sil utter - T 
54 .. Door Shut 
T.ES.T :: 
5.5.:.. Lo a·d: :s._p e ~, i :hten 
---
"t,. 
-.5'6... Hold Load 
:5 ;7 • · ·T i g h t e n B o l t $·· 
. ... . 
5··9 . . :: . · ... ' Pow_e:r' On . 
6 0 . :P u 1 l S l i d e 
·6--l • . .... C h-e_c_k_ Bi as 
' 
Calibrator of 11 0ff 11 position.· sA 
Voltage across input terminals must 
be less than 0.1 volt. 
Close and- then open both uswitch 
Clear" and 11 Shift Clear" switches . 
Same as Stand-by. (No. 34). 
Camera f-stop adjustment; 2.7 for 
the 1000 kc. range and 3.0 for the 
100 kc. range. 
Manual shutter control. 
Observation Port door·: closed. 
P.re'.lo.'ad to: ·Too 1-b .- , plumb, and then 
loa,,d: t-·o tes.t l:oa:d. 
At the test: load:.--
Ti ghten bolts i·n p.:9:$::;:·t·i:o.n :s· :to 3-.5_ 
ft.-lbs. , 










·- . ·-· --;.-:--···· .. ·--;--:.. __ ~---<c-·· !,., ________ - ---- ---- •• : •• _ •• -·---- - -- -- ·- •••• - • • --
•• -- - - ----
• • • 
. "' 
.6.2 • . · G-1 e a r · > - • :, --····-:.:·: ··- - •• - :~ ·--·s am -e -----~i s-·-·-·a-b·o v ·e---~----····· ··- . . . . . - -- -. -- -.- . ---.... -· .- .. ·-··-·-·. -·-- -· ·- .- --· ---- . . . - - - . - --· -.--·--- -- --- - . ·-· 
- · , ___ .,· .. , -- , ·6:.3 • · :Open S h-u t te r Open ~amera sh~tter. 
- -------- -----
-,-------------0-4-.-----St--art--C-rack--. ..... ---- " --······-----elaece __ wed g e · di rec t 1 y __ t n __ s a~- c: u{ ____ an d _ _ _ _ ... ___  
----- . 
- . .. tap 1 i g h ~ 1 y w i th a hammer . 






---~- - . 
-- - - - ·--








·-=- .. -_,._. - ·-- .. ·.: --~-
66. f - 8 
67. Illum. 11 - 22 
. 
Reset camera and CRO to place grid 
on pho_tograph • 
68. Shutter - 1 sec. 
69. Trip Shutter 
70. Remove .Picture 
71. Check Cont. 
7 2. Powe-.r Off 
.. 
... ---....... 




Check continuity to determine which 
current paths have been severed. 
S h u t d o w n s y s ·t em . 
. " )· 
-- _:. ·._ .-. - . . .-/ . .. . ~ . 
it-
:. ·;:- - ., ~ . - ·-· .:. ;; - ,;."- _, . ·- - ... -
· ........ 
' .• 
-·········-· · ........................ ········•·--,~-:-· -. ····-:···.··•7.--,,-•--·••······--···---·~·-··-···•··"·'·~-- ., ... , .. , .. , .. c .... : .. , 0 .. ,,,_-.. --"--~, ..... :'.: ... : ... , , ............... ···"·· .t .. :~ ........ _ .. _._ .... , ...... ,-..... '.~~--·,. ·--······~··:···:.-:-•":'.':"- ··;:::•·· ..... .,-.. ,·.····· ·······--·:•· .............. ..: .. ~-- -'-·•·· ···: · · --·,,--•--~-,-·-c--':c~-·----:-__ · ·--·--:--. --. _____ ::._ _ _,___ -·- -~-_-·.:....-c.:.___ - -- - -:..-
~ 
........ a 
- - ···--·-,--~--·-· .• ~!..:-;.._ --= · ... _:. -· ... -.;.. 
I-.-.'"•"•• 
·"- .·· .• 
.J 
.. 
... ·-· :. .. _ .. : ----·· ~ ... - _._, ____ _ -. -- .. -·-·-···· .,.,--_····--:-.-· ..... · ··- -·· -- ....... ,,_ 
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